
Your child at 1 -2 years 
 

How our BEE developmental programme can encourage your toddler’s learning? 

 exploration and discovery – toddlers learn by doing 

 opportunities to promote significant language development 

 lots of listening and talking between educators and children 

 praise and encouragement of their efforts 

 repetition of stories, songs, rhymes and chants 

 supportive and flexible routines to ensure a sense of security as the children explore and discover 

 varied choices of play to ensure that children are kept busy and engaged 

 encouraging patience 

 encouraging an understanding of ownership which leads to a proper understanding of how to share 

 supportive learning environment that minimises the need to say “no”  

 encouraging interest and providing positive support for independent toileting 

 

The following information has been sourced from the Early Years Learning Framework Developmental 

Milestones booklet, developed by Community Child Care Co-operative Ltd NSW (CCCC) for the Department of 

Education.   

What are some of the different developmental milestones you can observe? 

Physical 

 walks, climbs and runs 

 takes two to three steps without support, legs wide and hands up for balance 

 crawls up steps 

 dances in place to music 

 climbs on to a chair 

 kicks and throws a ball 

 feeds themselves 

 begins to run (hurried walk) 

 scribbles with pencil or crayon held in fist 

 turns pages of book, two or three pages at a time 

 rolls large ball, using both hands and arms 

 finger feeds efficiently 

 begins to walk alone in a ‘tottering way’, with frequent falls 

 squats to pick up an object 

 reverts to crawling if in a hurry 

 can drink from a cup 

 tries to use spoon/fork 

Social 

 begins to cooperate with others when playing 

 may play alongside other toddlers, doing what they do but without seeming to 

interact (parallel play) 

 curious and energetic, but depends on adult presence for reassurance 

https://www.dss.gov.au/our-responsibilities/families-and-children/publications-articles/developmental-milestones-and-the-eylf-and-nqs


Emotional 

 may show anxiety when separated from significant people in their lives 

 seeks comfort when upset or afraid 

 takes cue from parent or primary carer regarding attitude to strangers 

 may become upset easily if tired or frustrated 

 assists others in distress by patting, making sympathetic noises or offering material objects 

Cognitive 

 repeats actions that lead to interesting/ predictable results, e.g. bangs spoon on saucepan 

 points to objects when named 

 knows some body parts and points to body parts in a game 

 recognises self in photo or mirror 

 mimics household activities, e.g. bathing baby, sweeping floor 

 may signal when she/he has finished using the toilet 

 spends a lot of time exploring and manipulating objects, putting them in 

mouth, shaking and banging them 

 stacks and knocks over items 

 selects games and puts them away 

 calls self by name, uses ‘I’, ‘mine’, ‘I do it myself’ 

 will search for hidden toys 

Language 

 comprehends and follows simple questions/commands 

 says first name 

 says many words (mostly naming objects) 

 begins to use one to two word sentences e.g. ’want milk’ 

 reciprocal imitation of another toddler: will imitate each other’s actions 

 enjoys rhymes and songs 

Please seek advice from your local community health worker or doctor if your toddler is: 

 not using words or actions to communicate such as waving or raising arms to be lifted 

 not wanting to move around 

 not responding to others 

 not seeking the attention of familiar people. 

As a part of Bee service we have the child health nurse visit our centres for family 

convenience. Please discuss further with our Centre Supervisor. 

 

 


